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In this thesis I take a multifaceted approach to addressing the following overarching 

research question: How does the 103-year-old University Avenue Church of Christ come to 

function as it does in the present day? To address this question, I analyze two areas of the 

church—its ideological and material makeup—in order to show how certain factors shape the 

church. Part One of this paper deals with the church’s ideological development through a 

presentation of primary sources taken largely from church archives which describe the work of 

the church, its long and short-term ‘vision’ for the church coupled with statements about its own 

identity and doctrinal beliefs. These sources help explain how and why the church is the way it is 

today. Part Two of this paper deals with the church’s material development. Analysis of images 

and firsthand accounts of the buildings UA has worshipped in helps get an idea of what the 

church wants to present to the outside world aesthetically but also in the iconographic 

associations that will inevitably be made due to certain choices about what appears on and inside 

the building. 

This paper presents a history of the University Avenue Church of Christ which highlights 

the ways the church balances the contradicting ideals of denominational allegiance, 

congregational history, and social context as the gap between the modern outside world of 

Austin and the world of the Church of Christ denomination grows wider. In this thesis it is 

argued that the material aspects of University Avenue Church of Christ help the church 

communicate to the outside world the importance they place in rational consideration of 

Christianity and the study of the Bible. The building also claims a connection to UA’s own past 

through elements which reference their older building and a connection to ancient Christianity as 

told through elements on and inside the building that reference early basilicas. Ideological 

elements of the church often follow Church of Christ doctrine and congregational tradition which 

historicize their connection to the ancient faith until social context and modernization lead the 

church to realize it must change in order to reach out to the groups it has always claimed it 

wanted to reach (students at UT). 
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

“The many friends of the cause at Austin, Texas, will rejoice to learn that the 

contract has been let and that workmen are busy on the new house of worship. The 

house is located at Nineteenth Street and University Avenue. The church feels that 

a more favorable location could not be found. It is well situated for the attendance 

of students and others from the State University and for streetcar service.”1   

 

—G. H. P. Showalter in Firm Foundation, May 1918.  

  

 

Introduction and Context 

The first time I remember spending an extended amount of time questioning how my 

church ended up the way it was coincides with the period of my life when I read everything in 

sight. I was probably 8 or 9. Sitting between my mother and little brother who was using the pew 

as a racetrack for his cars, I looked to the front of the church and was struck by the wording of 

the inscription on the communion table:  

“THIS DO IN REMEMBRANCE OF ME”  

Everything in the building seemed to lead to that table. The dark green carpet down the 

middle of the modest space drew the eye to the table front and center. There was a separate 

preaching pulpit behind it on a small stage, plain-looking and partially obscured by that object 

                                                 
1 G. H. P. Showalter, “Building a House at Austin,” Firm Foundation, May 28, 1918, 2. 

Figure 1: The communion table on the University Avenue 

Church of Christ stage.  
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which announced its importance to the building by being more interesting and ornamented than 

anything else in the room. The table was white and the inscription gold. We used it every Sunday 

for the part of worship I had once heard my grandpa call “the most important thing we do each 

week”—breaking bread, drinking a little cup of grape juice, and reflecting on Jesus’ sacrifice. 

So, I wondered as I sat in the pew that day, barefoot and cross-legged, how such a glaring 

mistake in the inscription escaped the notice of whoever put it there if communion was 

supposedly so important to us. “This do in remembrance of me?” I thought. Someone mixed up 

the first two words—it should say, “Do this in remembrance of me.” When I asked my grandpa 

later about the error—why it said, ‘this do’ instead of ‘do this’—he told me there was no 

mistake. The people who made the table meant to write “this do” because it matched an old 

translation of the Bible. Somehow, that was more confusing to me. Why would they use an old, 

grammatically incorrect inscription just because it matched a translation no one uses anymore? 

Our church wasn’t even that old. Things like this—apparent tradition for tradition’s sake in 

churches, often at the expense of universal accessibility—still interest me to this day.  

Why are certain choices made over others in the establishment and continuation of a 

church? Why choose to buy a new communion table with an outdated inscription? How does this 

choice effect people who gather in the building to worship? Is the meaning of this inscription 

accessible to everyone—is it even the point of the inscription to be understood by all? What 

factors contributed to the church making that decision? 

I have found similar questions can be asked of any part of a church at any time in its 

history. Material objects, such as the color of carpet, use of space, and decorative additions; and 

ideological principles such as leadership style, type of ritual practice performed, and theological 

beliefs can tell us something about the values and goals of the institution as a whole and how 
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those values and goals develop over time. Moreover, every part of the physical church and its 

theoretical scaffolding affects people who interact with it in some way—whether they walk past 

it, through it, or simply hear its name. As much as the church as an institution hopes to shape the 

people who worship there, it too is shaped by people and a wealth of outside factors, some more 

influential than others.  

This thesis attempts to present a comprehensive history of the last 103 years of the 

University Avenue Church of Christ through the careful analysis of shifts in the ideals of the 

church, especially as they appear in ‘vision statements’ crafted by church leadership over time, 

and through an analysis of the building and its material development over time. The question 

which will be frequently asked is why these changes occur—what factors impact the 

development of a church to its present-day form? In the case of this particular church, 

denominational allegiance, congregational history, and the immediate social and physical context 

of the church are factors which seem to play a large role in its development. Often times, the 

church makes decisions having to do with the three factors listed above which work to historicize 

the church or, “claim connection to ideas, objects, or practices of the past in order to lend 

legitimacy to their own activities.”2 

For example, when the University Avenue Church of Christ constructs a new building in 

1949, leaders of this project decide to put classical-style columns on the building’s front porch. 

The columns are a clear reference to the classical building which previously served the 

congregation at that corner until the group outgrew the building. They were chosen because the 

church wanted to recognize its longtime history as a body of congregants meeting for worship in 

downtown Austin. The choice of those particular columns also works to elicit emotions 

                                                 
2 Jeanne Halgren Klide, Sacred Power, Sacred Space, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 165. 
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associated with ancient Rome and the American values of order and reason often attached to it. 

Order and reason are traditionally valued highly by members of the Church of Christ 

denomination and, considering the context of the building’s location next to the University of 

Texas and the State Capitol building, columns representing order and reason may be beneficial 

marketing to the surrounding academic and legislative community. Leaders at University Avenue 

in 1949 would have been quick to appreciate these associations and may have also seen the 

columns on their building as a callback to the ancient society where the kind of Christianity the 

Church of Christ practices was born as a form of historization. Therefore, the building ends up 

with columns because that is how the church thought of itself and wanted others to think at the 

time the building was envisioned. The church therefore carries the prestige of its stately front 

porch into the 21st century. The columns are one example of a material part of the church today 

which has been influenced by the Church of Christ denomination, the church’s congregational 

history, and the social context of its location in the city. 

The history of women’s roles in the University Avenue Church of Christ is an ideological 

factor heavily influenced by denomination, congregational history, and social context. The 

Church of Christ, as a whole, claims to follow the guidelines laid out in the New Testament of 

the Bible for churches in the first century AD. This results in a history of male-dominated 

leadership because that is how the early Christian church appears to operate in accounts of 

leadership in the Bible. There is one verse more responsible than any other for the systematic 

exclusion of women’s voices in leadership and academic roles in Churches of Christ—1 Timothy 

2:12, “I do not permit a woman to teach or to assume authority over a man; she must be quiet.” 

The University Avenue Church of Christ begins in 1917 with strictly all-male leadership, which 

included participation in tasks like passing communion trays or leading a prayer at the Sunday 
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potluck. The partition of roles between the genders continues well into the 21st century, with 

women becoming active in “women’s ministries” of childcare, children’s education, caring for 

the elderly, preparing meals, etc. In 2008, after what is described by members present for this 

shift as a divisive period in the congregation, women are permitted to serve communion during 

regular worship. It is not until 2018, after being led through a series of sermons by an 

experienced preacher who had previously worked at a church transitioning women into 

leadership roles, that a woman preached from the pulpit during Sunday morning worship at 

University Avenue Church of Christ for the first time in its history (the most-watched video on 

the UA YouTube channel). Women are not given equal opportunity to serve and lead in the 

church for many years at University Avenue Church of Christ. This is in direct opposition to 

what the social climate of the city of Austin and scores of university students would agree is 

proper treatment of women, even in a religious space. The ideals of denomination and 

congregational tradition shaped the church’s practice outweighing any conflicting outcry or 

disapproval that may have come from the community surrounding it. 

As this thesis explores the history of the ideological and material development of 

University Avenue Church of Christ over the past hundred years, examples similar to those 

shown above will arise. These cases illuminate the ways in which denomination, congregational 

history, and social context influence what this church becomes.  

Methodology and Literature Review 

This church has stood in the backdrop of the University of Texas campus for 103 years, 

still functioning as a church with the same ties to its denomination and congregational history. 

The aim of this paper is to understand how certain factors shape this church into its current form. 

This study should take the reader through a history of the University Avenue Church of Christ in 
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two parts. Part One will outline the ideological development of the church organized by 

descriptions of work the church was doing especially during times in its history when the 

eldership was focused on defining the short and long-term future ‘vision’ for the church. These 

periods of introspection and transition in the church result in significant actions and changes 

which help explain how and why the church is the way that it is today. During these periods of 

time, it is also easier to discern the influence of external factors on the actions of the church 

because people are discussing the reasoning behind the choices being made.  

In order to properly analyze the development of this church through the lens 

denomination, congregational history, and social context, there must first be a description of 

each. This introduction will provide some context for understanding the Church of Christ 

denomination and the early history of the congregation from 1847-1917 before the group moves 

to University Avenue. The overview of the Church of Christ was difficult to write because it is a 

denomination which follows a priesthood of all believers, meaning there is no higher authority 

which governs the church besides the Bible, therefore there is no prototypical Church of Christ to 

describe. The Bible can be interpreted differently by different people which leads to a variety of 

evolving practices within the denomination. In the same way that there are many interpretations 

of the Bible, there are various origin stories about the beginning of the Church of Christ 

denomination. Everyone would agree the group is a direct result of the Stone-Campbell 

Movement in the early 1800’s, but as to exactly what a church bearing the name ‘Church of 

Christ’ should look like in practice and thought varies dramatically and is subject to change with 

time. Some adherents would cringe at my definition of the faith tradition as a denomination, 

claiming the Church of Christ is truly a nondenominational church with no outlined beliefs 

besides what appears in Scripture. Others would refuse to accept the University Avenue Church 
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of Christ as a Church of Christ because one or another of the church’s beliefs or practices. In 

order to write an overview of the church and its general practices, I pulled together elements that 

repetitively showed up in articles, books, dissertations and encyclopedias containing a section 

defining the Church of Christ. 

An overview of the early congregational history of the University Avenue Church of 

Christ from 1847-1917 was written primarily by consulting the self-published account of the 

history of The Central Christian Church in Austin and by looking through documents set aside 

by Bert Crowson in the top right file cabinet in the church archives room about early religious 

life in Austin. The First One Hundred Years of the Central Christian Church of Austin, Texas the 

account written by the Central Christian Church of Austin in the 50’s was useful in describing 

the early history of the UA Church because they were the same church until 1888.3 This source 

presents good excerpts from letters and publications from the beginning of the church, especially 

pertaining to the split between congregations which happens in 1888.  

This thesis builds on the work of previous church historian, Bert Crowson (1933-2018). 

His history, An Historical Chronology of the University Avenue Church of Christ, outlines the 

history of the congregation from 1847 to 1999. 4 This work is organized in a binder by year. He 

included significant dates, publication excerpts, information from elders’ minutes, and names of 

significant church figures listed in chronological order and described in blocks of meticulously 

footnoted text without any further interpretation from the author. Bert was originally part of a 

larger “Church History Committee” started in 1984. There was the possibility of throwing a 

centennial celebration in 1986, a hundred years from the congregational split that produced the 

                                                 
3 The Central Christian Church, The First One Hundred Years of the Central Christian Church of Austin, Texas, 

(Texas: Printed by author, 1947). 
4 Bert Crowson, An Historical Chronology of the University Avenue Church of Christ, (Texas: Printed by author, 

2011). 
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Church of Christ in Austin, and this history began to be prepared that year. The committee never 

finished a comprehensive history, though. Bert independently continued gathering primary 

resources and first-hand accounts from church members in order to compile them in a document 

he presented to whomever wanted one. The history outlined in this independent publication is 

more of a collection of primary sources that chronologically reference key events and figures in 

the church alongside a comprehensive list of property the church has owned than a proper 

historical narrative. Half of his publication is biographical sketches comprised of people who 

were featured in articles in church bulletins or related publications and the other half is the 

historical chronology. It is a very helpful compilation of historical tidbits. However, the 

information included in this history is overwhelmingly positive. This chronology paints a pretty 

picture of the church when perhaps, in reality, the church was in no way faultless and the 

characters involved were not either. To give an example of something I think exemplifies the 

way a rosier image of church history may have been presented than was really the case, I noticed 

something he underlined in a book in one of the History Committee’s folders in the archives yet 

did not include in the final history. Crowson chose to include a story in his history about an elder 

of the church in 1865 who left Sunday morning worship to join a posse in pursuit of robbers who 

stole money from the state treasury that morning.5 In contrast, he did not include a detail he 

found in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly about how a different prominent elder and 

occasional preacher at the church in 1860, W. H. D. Carrington, was part of a slave vigilance 

committee and patrol to protect against a feared slave insurrection in 1856 whose report led 

directly to harsher black code.6 It is possible, however, he had ruled out that detail as irrelevant 

                                                 
5 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 7. 
6 Paul D. Lack, “Slavery and Vigilantism in Austin, Texas 1840-1860,” Southwestern Historical Quarterly 85, no. 1 

(1981): 14.   
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because Carrington’s profession as a successful lawyer would have naturally recommended him 

for the town slave vigilance committee and was therefore just another regular city appointment. 

This is unlikely. He may have been considering his audience—potential relatives of Carrington, 

or people who would be shocked to see such a detail included in a history of the church. Either 

way, there seems to be some omission of information in Crowson’s account of the church due to 

its overwhelmingly triumphant portrayal of the church and its aid to the community in the 

history. Even so, it is still a credible source to draw from when researching for this thesis 

because of its extensive well-researched footnotes, accurate timeline, and easy access. An 

Historical Chronology of the University Avenue Church of Christ was completed in 2011. I have 

access to both a physical and digital copy of the history which has been helpful in guiding my 

search through archival materials at the church and in publications.  

The church archives are another major source of material for this project. They are 

located within the University Avenue Church of Christ in a small room accessible to those with a 

key to church offices. The room is full of boxes; two-thirds contain old receipts and financial 

papers and the other third contains minutes from elders’ meetings from 1956-2010 organized by 

year. One of the boxes has blueprints, files from architects of the buildings UA has built over 

time, and pictures of many of the buildings. Though I do not possess the skills necessary to 

analyze blueprints and raw architectural material, I often consulted these documents to see what I 

had read in notes and articles about renovations and building layouts visually represented to 

scale. It is also helpful to know what other designs were proposed for buildings before the final 

form is chosen. The archives room also contains two large file cabinets filled with church 

directories from most years since 1939. These cabinets also contain documents from various 

committees formed since 1960, old newspaper clippings about the church, and old church 
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bulletins. These boxes and files are not labeled in any organized way, so any materials used from 

the boxes will be identified by category (elders’ minutes, planning committee report, 

architectural proposal, etc.) and year. A drawback to using elders’ minutes as a source for this 

paper is that the last year available to me is 2011, everything later than that is still confidential in 

order to protect the situations discussed in the meetings. It is also difficult to know what is 

significant in the multitude of elders’ minutes. My method of going through them is to flip 

through the pages of the binder with my thumb until I come across an outside paper that has been 

added to the minutes. These additions usually mean something was presented to the elders to 

deliberate—a committee report, survey findings, a required article to read before a next meeting. 

I use many excerpts from these additions in Part One.  

My personal and professional relationship with University Avenue Church of Christ and 

the Church of Christ as an institution at the time of writing should also be documented here 

transparently. I am a member of the University Avenue Church, I worked as an intern for the 

youth and children’s ministers at the time of writing this, and I grew up in a Church of Christ. 

The decision to write this history was my own—no one from the church asked me to do it—and 

no one was monitoring me as I conducted research or wrote this thesis. Because of my position at 

the church, I was allowed access to the building and archives at all hours and people in the 

congregation were very helpful when they found out what I was working on. Growing up in a 

Church of Christ makes me sensitive to gender issues in the church, as I was formed by a culture 

where the woman’s voice was often suppressed. One of the main reasons I was so motivated to 

write this project—like I probably would not have been with any other topic—was because I 

wanted to explore and figure out how this 103-year-old church is able to successfully break from 

the tradition of only listening to what men have to say about Jesus and the Bible, though this is 
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one of the narratives of development which remains unclear by the end of the project. I do not 

feel that I have been compromised by my relationship with the church at all, but instead that it 

makes me a more dedicated and interested researcher. 

* * * 

This project fills a need for research in the area of university campus religious life—

University Avenue Church of Christ is one of many churches near the UT campus which has 

been there since the university’s conception. However, it differs from some churches around it 

by having a large budget and an active student organization. Like other older campus churches, it 

possesses rights to prime parking spaces on certain days and is situated on desirable land as the 

university has expanded around it. University Avenue Church of Christ, like other on-campus or 

downtown churches, also has an interesting demographic. The majority of the congregation is 

made up of elderly people and the second largest demographic is families with kids too young 

for college. In Austin, one of the most attended evangelical Christian churches, The Austin Stone 

Downtown Campus, is not within walking distance of the UT campus—it is not even on the bus 

route, yet students find a way there, passing up a number of closer options for Sunday worship. 

Understanding the way denominational and congregational history shape a church may give 

insight to why these older campus churches in general are not functioning in a way that is 

attractive to students living next door, though these churches were most likely established near 

the university envisioning a close relationship with students.  

This thesis also deals with a group for which not a lot of formal scholarship exists. As I 

was attempting to paint a picture of what the Church of Christ institutionally believes, I could not 

find any major credible religious encyclopedia or authors with a substantial entry on this group. 
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There are many insider-histories like Crowson’s, but perhaps through the study of individual 

congregations like this, a picture of the Church of Christ at large will begin to form. 

The method used to tell the history of the church—looking at archival material to tell the 

doctrinal development of the church over time while also looking at changes in the material 

building—is unique because the analysis of a church is often just one or another. Both the ideas 

present within a church and the physical structure reflect change, one often reinforces or nuances 

the other. In this particular case, University Avenue Church of Christ is an example of a church 

that can be seen historicizing, claiming a connection to ideas, objects, or practices of the past in 

order to lend legitimacy to their own activities, at multiple places and in many different forms 

throughout its history.7 

I chose to focus this study on University Avenue Church of Christ because it is the 

congregation I have been involved with since my freshman year of college at UT. In this time, I 

have become familiar with the building and members of the church and have continued to look 

analytically at the objects and systems around me wondering how they contribute to the story of 

the whole church. In October 2017, I celebrated University Avenue Church of Christ’s 

centennial anniversary with the congregation and the many previous members who visited, 

witnessing pieces of the church’s story I had not known about previously. I did not realize 

classes for UT credit used to be taught out of the Biblical Studies Center (now the Longhorns for 

Christ Campus Center), or that the church building is shaped like an “L” because it was 

constructed around an older building that served the church from 1917-1949. It was amazing to 

look through pictures of the church from the distant past and to see old church directories on 

display during the celebration. I know Austin has changed tremendously in 100 years—and it’s 

                                                 
7 Klide, Sacred Power, Sacred Space, 165. 
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interesting to imagine what it must be like to operate as the same church in the same location 

surrounded by changing context. How does one keep up? What has to change and what has to 

stay the same? This is where my interest in exploring this church’s history and vision began.  

1847-1917 Congregational History 

It appears Waterloo, later to be renamed Austin, was selected as the permanent site for 

the capital of the Republic of Texas in 1839 (incorporating in 1840 with 856 residents) because 

of its location on the Colorado River and the ample supply of building material to be found 

there.8 

 In the spring of 1847, ten Christians influenced by the Stone-Campbell American 

religious reformation (discussed in next section) met for worship in the young capital city. 

Records of early meetings are nearly nonexistent but the names of the original ten charter 

members are preserved. Along with them, two preachers were recorded as living in Austin and 

helping with leadership and worship at the time.9, 10 The small group of Restorationists most 

likely met in each other’s homes until 1853, when they were recorded as meeting in a 

schoolhouse.11 

Published in the November 1853 issue of the Christian Evangelist is a letter from Henry 

Thomas, a well-known Disciples of Christ preacher, to the editor describing the congregation in 

Austin and a baptism in the Colorado River. 

 “At my last meeting we had two confessions, one a promising young man, who 

intends devoting himself to the cause, with all that he has—he is wealthy—and a 

                                                 
8 Encyclopedia Britannica, s.v. “Austin | History, Population, Demographics, & Points of Interest,” accessed April 

21, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/place/Austin-Texas 
9 The names of the ten charter members are: Esthar Durham, Elizabeth Smith, Thomas Wood, Sarah Wood, James 

Caulfield, Brother Lowrance, Brother McShan, Sarah D. Walsh, William Simpson, Permelia Simpson. The two 

preachers are: Brother Sam Giles and Brother Rutherford. 
10 Central Christian Church, The First One Hundred Years, 6. 
11 Central Christian Church, 7. 
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lady who confessed at our night meeting and demanded to be baptized ‘the same 

hour of the night.’ We accordingly went forth with her to the margin of the 

Colorado, where we halted, sung, prayed, and exhorted, after which we both went 

down into the water, and I baptized her, and she came up out of the water, with a 

heart full of joy. You have no idea of the sweetness of the music sung that night, 

nor the solemnity of that moonlight scene in this place, where the red man ruled 

but a few years ago.”12,13 

 

—Henry Thomas, a letter to the editor of the Christian Evangelist, July 28, 1853 

 

This excerpt from a letter manifests the liveliness of the small, young frontier church 

eager to march to the banks of the river and participate in the sacrament of baptism as soon as 

they could. Thomas pleads later in the letter for “the services of a few able men,” to come plant 

churches in the settlements on the frontier. This shows an example of a typical character in 

frontier religion—a travelling preacher and evangelist. His job was to travel to different 

settlements and look for congregations where they could preach and evangelize, sometimes 

staying for a while in the settlement. 

During the Civil War, the church seems to have become practically dormant, however, 

they pick back up again around 1867 for regular services and begin to see growth in 

membership.14   

Following the trend of the early churches of the American Restoration Movement, and in 

a lot of ways setting the precedent for these congregations on the Texas frontier, there was bitter 

controversy within the church in Austin in the mid to late 19th century. The controversy was over 

the organization of a missionary society, the use of instrumental music in public worship, and the 

general question of legal versus spiritual interpretation of the Bible. Legalistic thinkers would 

                                                 
12 Central Christian Church, 8. 
13 This quote implies the “rule of the red man” could not have produced a moonlit night so serene. This kind of racist 

thinking is common at the time, suggesting Anglos brought salvation and civilization through Christianity to the 

native people. 
14 Central Christian Church, 9. 
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agree that the literal meaning of the Biblical text conveys the intention of the authors explicitly 

and completely while a spiritual interpretation of the Bible insists there must be a deeper, 

spiritual, meaning beyond the literal words alone. As a result, sixteen members withdrew from 

the church and became a new conservative congregation made up of those who (1) oppose the 

formation of a missionary society, (2) interpret the Bible legalistically, and (3) ban the use of 

instruments during worship. This group met in each other’s homes until acquiring a small 

building on 14th and San Bernard Streets in 1894.15 Eventually, in 1917, they moved to a stately 

building on the corner of University Avenue and MLK and became the University Avenue 

Church of Christ. At this point the congregation at Eighth and Colorado had long since 

incorporated as The Christian Church of Austin on February 5, 1891 after the conservative group 

left to start a Church of Christ. 

Denominational History and Fundamentals of the Church of Christ 

The word “denomination” comes from the Latin de nominate, meaning ‘to name.’16 Its 

use in the sphere of religion describes groups of like-minded practitioners of Christianity 

identified by a common name. There are different ways to group ‘denominations’ within 

Christianity. For example, one may call the Roman Catholic church and the Protestant church 

different denominations of the Christian church, but a more common use of the term 

‘denomination’ refers to divisions within Protestantism. Diverging ideas about proper doctrine, 

ritual practice, interpretation of Scripture, etc. on a large enough scale within Protestant 

Christianity are what typically form denominations over time. 

                                                 
15 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 15. 
16 Doug Jones, Sound of Worship: A Handbook of Acoustics and Sound System Design for the Church (Routledge, 

2013), 81, https://doi.org/10.4324/9780240813400. 
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The Church of Christ is one such Protestant denomination. In the early 19th century in the 

United States there was a movement led by Barton W. Stone and Thomas and Alexander 

Campbell to restore an increasingly dividing Protestant Christian church to a church of one mind 

operating like the earliest Christians did in the first century. Many branches of Christianity claim 

an origin after Pentecost in 33 AD, when the church begins, aiming to practice Christianity in its 

purest form as it was described in the New Testament of the Bible. The leaders of the Restoration 

Movement pleaded for the Bible to be the one true uniting standard of faith in the church, 

without any additional creeds, and for the unity of the people of God to New Testament 

Christianity. The slogan, “no creed but Christ,” captures their resolve to reject man-made 

patterns of religious life and follow only the teaching of the Bible. This group refused affiliation 

with any one sect of Christianity, gave each congregation autonomy, and originally went solely 

by the name ‘Christians,’ ‘Disciples,’ or “Church of Christ’. In 1832, fifteen years before the 

first ten charter members of what is now the University Avenue Church of Christ there were 

20,000 followers of Alexander Campbell of the American Restoration Movement. By 1870, 

there were 350,000. The number of members of this movement in forty years multiplied by 

sixteen while the population of the United States had increased only threefold.17  

In the mid-19th century, controversies developed among the Restorationist Christians over 

the scriptural authorization for organized mission societies and the use of instrumental music in 

worship. Prior to the US Religious Census of 1906, all congregations of the Restoration 

Movement, regardless of name, were reported together as ‘Disciples of Christ.’ In 1906, 

‘Churches of Christ’ appeared as a new option in addition to the earlier ‘Disciples of Christ’ to 

account for the group resulting from the split who opposed the organized mission societies and 

                                                 
17 Central Christian Church, The First One Hundred Years, 7. 
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instrumental worship18. The New Testament does not mention either, therefore the Church of 

Christ considers them an unauthorized practice. Disciples of Christ becomes another distinct 

entity after this split. Those who end up under the name ‘Church of Christ’ favor a more 

conservative and legalistic interpretation of the Bible generally followed the rule of thumb: “we 

speak where the Scripture speaks where the Bible is silent and are silent where the Scripture is 

silent,” a quote often attributed to Thomas Campbell of the Movement whereas the Disciples of 

Christ group held a more middle-ground approach, asking only that, “all be done decently and in 

good order for the greater glory of God.”19 

While there is no larger body or headquarters overseeing churches bearing the name 

‘Church of Christ,’ there are traditional elements one comes to expect from a Church of Christ. It 

is often when those elements are not met, that someone will walk out of a church and claim it has 

no right to be included in the faith tradition of Churches of Christ.  

Churches of Christ generally share the following fundamental ideas and practices: 

Only that which appears in the New Testament is acceptable in the ritual practice of a church, 

refusing to use any creed or ‘statement of faith.’ 

Churches are organized without denominational oversight and operate autonomously. 

‘Priesthood of believers.’ 

Local governance by multiple male elders who are often supported by male deacons. 

Full immersion baptism of consenting believers in the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness 

of sins. 

Weekly observance of the Lord’s Supper on Sunday. 

                                                 
18 Britannica, s.v. “Church of Christ | American Protestantism.” accessed April 1, 2020, 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Church-of-Christ. 
19 Mickey Lanford and Joe Tyson, “Background for Public Worship in Early Texas, Part II,” February 1987, 8. 
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A cappella singing is practiced in the majority of churches, with no instruments present at any 

part of worship.  

Women are generally not allowed in leadership positions because of 1 Timothy 2:11-15. 

Marriage is between one man and one woman. 

 

These general governing principles are important to the development of the ideas and 

physical structure and will come back a lot in the discussion of the history of the church, most 

notably during the formation and amendment of the incorporation charter. 
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PART ONE: IDEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction and Context 

I came to college determined to find a church to attend for four years that was not a 

Church of Christ. I grew up attending a small Church of Christ in the Rio Grande Valley but had 

always secretly wanted to go to a bigger church that used an instrument or two during worship, 

let women preach and read scripture, and maybe had a handful of young adults in the 

congregation. But I ended up walking from my dorm to the University Avenue Church of Christ 

my first Sunday in Austin hoping they’d sing some of the hymns I grew up with to give me some 

sense of the normalcy I left at home. I did not expect to want to continue going to that church—

and I did not attend regularly until later the next semester—but it felt like home, more so than 

any of the other churches I visited my first year in Austin. The only specific detail I remember 

from the worship service my first Sunday at UA is that a married couple led the communion 

devotional. A woman used her voice to pray and to give her thoughts about Jesus and the 

significance of the Lord’s Supper in front of the church. I’d never seen that before in the tradition 

I grew up in. I know I would not have stayed at that church if worship had been more of the 

same—men behind the microphone 100% of the time. Later, I’d notice the worship leader was a 

female college student, still a cappella only, but I did not mind that as much, so long as a woman 

was allowed by the church to use her gift to lead.  

The most attractive feature of the church, however, was the community. “Love God and 

Love Others,” was introduced to me as the mission statement of the church, I liked it. I was 

treated so well by everyone there; people of all ages made a real attempt to get to know me. 

Whatever the church’s ideals and practices were—whatever worship service was like (boring or 

interesting, suited to my specific preferences or not)—the congregation knew how to be 
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welcoming and communal and that is what mattered most to me in the end. And that is why I 

chose to stay there.  

This section of the thesis will present a history of transforming ideals and practices of the 

University Avenue Church of Christ since it first arrives near campus in 1917 to the present day. 

The history will be organized by year and will cover significant developments in the church and 

its work at the time or plans for the future. As these developments are presented, the question of 

what the church is doing and changing over time and what ideals are behind these choices will be 

asked. This history will build on itself and eventually lead to where the church is today—what its 

current vision is and how it currently operates. I will present at least one bullet point activity or 

“vision” goal of the church per decade up to the present day and will evaluate the goal or activity 

as it relates to themes of denomination, congregational history, and social context.20  

Ideological Development by Year 

1917: On October 7, 1917, the church began meeting in the newly renovated building 

they purchased on the corner of University Avenue and 19th St.21  

The purchase of this building was only possible after selling the Hansborough property 

they had been meeting in previously and a property in East Austin they had purchased 8 years 

prior to be the site of their new church.22 The choice to forgo one property for another, pricier 

and riskier piece of land is a testament to the eagerness the church had to begin work and 

evangelism near the UT campus and downtown Austin area. One elder in particular was 

outspoken about his wish to see the congregation strategically located in the center of Austin. It 

                                                 
20 Primary sources from before 1950 are missing from the archives, so information from before then comes from 

articles and Bert Crowson’s history.  
21 “Church Announcements,” Austin American-Statesman, October 7, 1917. 
22 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 19. 
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was G.H.P. Showalter who spearheaded the effort to move the church to a location near campus 

and the state buildings even at the risk of being in debt for a time.23 

The same leaders with a vision to do work with University students had a vision of a 

church which never saw an instrument entering the premise for worship. The deed to the 

property purchased in 1917 has specific rules written into it: 

…no organ or other musical instrument be used or kept; that no fair, festival or 

other practices unauthorized in the New Testament be held, had or conducted in, 

upon or about said premises, or any building constructed thereon, and in case any 

such conduct, act or unauthorized practices are committed or performed, in, upon 

or about said premises, then the management and control of said houses and 

premises shall be vested in the person or persons of said Church of Christ who 

may be opposed to the organ…24 

 

This all-or-nothing thinking about the use of instruments for worship inside the church 

has largely prevailed in the Church of Christ tradition. Longtime members of a traditional, all-a 

cappella, Church of Christ often have adverse feelings and opinions about the use of instruments 

during worship—it is what they grew up with, what they were taught is morally correct, what 

they prefer. However, worship accompanied by instruments has become the mainstream way to 

worship, if it was ever not the conventional practice in the first place. Outspoken and influential 

leader and visionary for University Avenue Church of Christ in the early 20th century, G. H. P. 

Showalter, along with other idealistic ‘founding fathers’ of the church probably did not realize 

there would come a time when the practice of a cappella worship would be largely outdated and 

unpopular with young college students.  

The deed above represents the commitment to legalistic interpretation of scripture 

prevalent at the inception of the church. At the time, the value placed on upholding Church of 

Christ doctrine seemed to seamlessly coexist with the congregation’s desire to welcome and 

                                                 
23 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 19. 
24 Deed Records of Travis County, Texas, Book 294, 425, 427. 
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disciple university students. In the early years of the church, there always seemed to be a 

significant number of university students involved in church worship and activities. However, 

the dual values of maintaining tradition and being a church geared towards students and the 

people of downtown Austin gradually becomes less and less compatible as the social makeup of 

Austin and the world at large changes.  

1918: The Bible Chair of the Churches of Christ at the University of Texas began the fall 

semester of 1918, under the direction of the elders.  

The Bible Chair concept was essentially way for university churches across the nation to 

offer Biblical and Christian studies classes to students at state universities, sometimes even for 

class credit. Each Bible Chair across the nation was different, but the general agreement between 

the university and church hosting a Bible Chair was that the church would provide professors, a 

building, and funds for the work. Universities retained the right to approve the appointment of 

Bible Chair instructors and decide whether course credit would count towards a student’s degree. 

The first Bible Chair at the University of Texas was started by the Disciples of Christ in 1905.25 

University Avenue Church of Christ began to sponsor a Chair in 1918. Eight years later, a total 

of 316 students had reportedly enrolled in courses since it began.26 In 1928, the Texas Bible 

Chair sponsored by University Avenue closed due to lack of funds.27 

This program is evidence of interaction and cooperation between UT and the church; it 

also shows the church striving to take advantage of its strategic location near campus to achieve 

its vision of discipling university students. 

                                                 
25 Stan Reid, “Austin Grad: ‘A Bible Chair on Steroids,’” Christian Studies (blog), November 8, 2016, 

https://austingrad.edu/blog/austin-grad-a-bible-chair-on-steroids/. 
26 Reid, “Austin Grad: ‘A Bible Chair on Steroids.’” 
27 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 27. 

https://austingrad.edu/blog/austin-grad-a-bible-chair-on-steroids/
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1936: The church began to hold two Sunday morning services because of the growth in 

membership and lack of space in their building. This continued until 1949 when a new building 

was constructed and opened. Apparently, the first Sunday service was jokingly referred to as 

“early mass.”28 At this point in time, there were only three other Churches of Christ in Austin—

Northside Church of Christ, 1926; Southside Church of Christ, 1930; and an Iglesia de Cristo, 

1932—to serve its population of over 50,000 people.29 

1938: The Reminder, a newsletter sent out to subscribers from the congregation, 

advertised a spring revival to take place at University Church of Christ from Sunday, April 24 

until May 6. They invited other churches in the area to attend “not to forsake your own services 

and faithful leaders in order to be present at our special meetings,” but to join when they could 

for the revival message and feasts.30 A travelling evangelist was going to speak. The Reminder 

also included a writeup on “oneness” which illuminates the ideals the church clung to at the time. 

--------------- 

ONENESS 

“That they all may be one.”—Jesus. 

“One Body”—the church of Christ united by love. Denominationalism is 

sinful 

“ONE SPIRIT”—to permeate the “one body,” giving it vitality.  

“One Hope”—The heavenly goal toward which all of God’s people are 

moving. 

“ONE LORD”—the source of authority in all things religious. (See Matt. 

28:18) 

“One Faith”—one creed, the word of God without addition or subtraction. 

“One Baptism”—immersion into the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy 

Spirit. (See Matt. 28:19; Rom. 6:4; Col. 2:12) 

“ONE GOD and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in all.”—

Eph. 4:4-6. 

 

                                                 
28 Ruth Jackson (longtime member of UA, 1915-2008), excerpt from a story her life written for her sons and their 

children, Austin, December 15, 1997. 
29 Larry C. Jackson, Choosing Sides: A History of the Churches of Christ in Austin 1847-2018 (Austin: Printed by 

author, 2018), 43. 
30 The Reminder, April 17, 1938, Church Bulletins, University Avenue Church of Christ Archives, Austin, TX. 
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This explicit advertisement and identification with Church of Christ doctrine 

becomes more subtle over time but is a part of the history of the church which stays with 

its the legacy. 

1940: On December 14, 1940, the church officially files its incorporation papers and 

changes its name from University Church of Christ to University Avenue Church of Christ. This 

is an interesting and subtle choice distancing itself from the University a bit. Leadership may 

have agreed that they did not solely aim to be a University church, but also a church for those in 

downtown Austin as a whole. Within these papers are a list of governing principles of the church 

including the assertion that, “the basic fundamental principles of this association… shall, in all 

respects, conform to the teachings and examples contained in that part of the Holy Scriptures 

known as the New Testament, without any additions to or subtractions therefrom…”31 The 

document, drafted by elders of the church, then goes on to list the fundamental principles of the 

New Testament. At one point in the document, the church essentially reserves the right to 

exclude anyone who believes in other theories than the ones laid out. Another one of the 

principles restates the ban on instruments in the sanctuary. This is how the church described 

itself and its beliefs in 1940.   

1944: The Church Annex was used to provide meals and a place to sleep for soldiers who 

were in town over the weekends.32 

1945: Ladies’ Bible class begins meeting. This group has not given up meeting together 

weekly since its beginning and has participated in many acts of charity and service over the years 

in addition to being a space where serious scholarly exploration of the Bible and theology occurs. 

                                                 
31 University Avenue incorporation papers. 
32 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 28. 
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1949: In September of 1949, the congregation begins meeting in their new building. 

When the church opened the building, they had programs in the building throughout the day and 

received many visitors. People in the area were excited to see the new and impressive building. 

1950:  In 1950, minister R. B. Sweet describes what he thinks makes the Church 

of Christ unique and makes a reference to the age and legacy of the congregation as one 

that existed during Austin’s frontier times. He comments: 

“Perhaps the unique thing about the work, worship and organization of the 

Church of Christ,” according to Sweet, “is the fact that it uses the Bible only as its 

guide in all matters pertaining to the work of the church and the spiritual life of its 

members.  

 

“They are still willing to ‘speak where the Bible speaks and to be silent where the 

Bible is silent’ as they have been from those days in which the preaching of the 

Gospel was begun in that pioneer Austin, long before Civil War times.  

 

“The congregation is independent of all other churches. It is directed by its elders 

who are assisted by a group of deacons,” he explained.33  

 

There is evidence here of the same elitist attitude towards the propriety and authenticity 

of Church of Christ doctrine and practices that also appears in the incorporation papers and in 

1938’s revival advertisement.  

1951: The Bible Chair was re-established in September to begin classes in the spring.34 

1959: An estimated 750 high school students from all over Texas attended a session 

hosted by the church which was designed to introduce the students to Austin, the University of 

Texas, and the facilities of University Avenue Church of Christ. The event was called “Operation 

Youth” and points to another amiable connection to the University.35 This event makes it clear 

the church had not given up its mission to be a place for college students to worship in 

                                                 
33 Austin American-Statesman, “Church Histories: University Church of Christ Celebrating”, September 24, 1950. 
34 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 35. 
35 Austin American-Statesman, “Operation Youth,” February 13, 1959. 
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connection to the University. It is not unimaginable that leadership in 2020 would host an event 

like this to connect to prospective college students and members of the Church of Christ if they 

thought interest was widespread enough. 

1962: A two-story office building was purchased in September two blocks east of the 

church building that would be named the Biblical Studies Center. It was intended to be used as a 

student center and Bible Chair classroom space. 

1966: On Sunday, April 3, an attendance record was set for Bible classes. There were 

1,113 people in Bible school. There were 1,263 people present at the two worship services that 

day. After church hundreds of members went to Pease Park together for a church picnic.36 

August 1, 1966, a sniper killed 15 people and wounded 31 by shooting from the top of 

the UT Tower during the day. The church was within range of his gun. 

1967: The university claimed all property east of the church building through eminent 

domain in 1967. As a result, the Biblical Studies Center building had to be sold to the school for 

a fair price. UT paid University Avenue $137,500 for the building.37 People began to consider 

starting construction on a new student center building on a parking lot area just north of the 

church building.38 

The bulletin announced, “more than 150 UA families volunteered to host our UT students 

for lunch on Sunday, September 22. The response was commendable.”39 This exemplifies a 

desire within a significant population in the congregation to serve UT students and create 

relationships with them. 

                                                 
36 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 45. 
37 The Reminder, May 14, 1967, (vol. XI no. 20), Church Bulletins, University Avenue Church of Christ Archives, 

Austin, TX. 
38 Bible Chair Journal, Summer 1967, p. 7. 
39 The Reminder, September 29, 1968, (vol. XII no. 39), Church Bulletins, University Avenue Church of Christ 

Archives, Austin, TX. 
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1974: The Christian Service Center (CSC) became functional in January. The aim of this 

organization was to meet the physical, spiritual, and emergency needs of any person whose needs 

were not met by their families, church home, community, or state agencies. The CSC employed a 

caseworker to verify and assess the needs of people seeking help. The organization was capable 

of providing services in the following areas: financial, clothing, professional services, 

transportation, spiritual encouragement, and dental care.40 

1987: In 1987, the Texas Attorney General ruled on Bible Chairs: The partnership 

between Bible Chairs and universities/colleges could violate the principle of the separation of 

church and state. Therefore, UT had to end its relationship with the Bible Chair by the end of the 

spring semester in 1988.41 This event caused the church to think of new ways to engage students 

with the ministry of the church and Biblical studies. 

1991: An advertisement was drafted for the church in 1991 saying:  

“THE THINGS THAT TEND TO SET US APART ARE THE THINGS THAT 

BRING US TOGETHER. 

 

University Avenue Church. We’re not contentious. But we do have our 

differences. 

 

Unlike most churches, we sing a cappella – without the accompaniment of 

instrumental music. Not only is it part of our heritage, it’s a part of our fellowship 

and shared inspiration. 

 

We follow the New Testament pattern of baptism by immersion for the remission 

of sins 

 

And as for communion, it’s so central to our faith and our spiritual nourishment 

that we observe it, not just on special occasions, but on the first day of every 

week. 

 

We’ve been called religious fanatics, fundamentalists, Campbellites, dogmatists, 

and worse.  

                                                 
40 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 50. 
41 A Brief History of the Bible Chair at the University of Texas and the Institute for Christian Studies, prepared by 

the Institute of Christian Studies, n.d., 5. 
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But, in truth, we’re just Christians—believers who recognize that answers aren’t 

always easy, and that the search for understanding never ends. 

 

So if you’re searching, we invite you to join us in our journey. We don’t claim 

total perfection. But we aspire to total commitment.  

 

In that sense, there may be churches that are easier to take. But just consider what 

Christ had to give.”42 

 

This advertisement provides insight into how the church thought of itself in this period in 

its history. It is like the 1940 incorporation papers, listing specific fundamental beliefs and 

practices, but there is an important difference in the language in this advertisement. It is not 

elitist at the core—the point of the advertisement is not to say that the unique practices of 

University Avenue Church of Christ are morally superior, but that they are shared by whomever 

joins in them on Sundays. 

1993: “UA Overview,” a guide to the ministries, programs, and resources of the 

church was printed in 1993. The guide described the church as follows: 

An heir of the Restoration Movement in the United States, University Avenue 

Church is committed to restoring the essential faith and vital church life described 

in the New Testament. Our basic ministry, we believe, is one of reconciliation (2 

Corinthians 5:18 ff). Not only do we strive to bring God and humankind together, 

but we are also interested in reconciling peoples of every race and tongue. All of 

us are God’s children, just as we are his co-workers. 

 

This marks a further shift in the language formerly used in pamphlets, invitations, and 

interviews to describe the church. This description moves away from exclusionary language of 

specific fundamental beliefs while still including a link to the church’s heritage as a product of 

the Restoration Movement in the United States. 

1998: In 1998, church leadership learns the “most opinionated voices speak out loudest,” 

when they administer a long survey to each individual in the church. The survey was part of 

                                                 
42 Draft of an advertisement of the University Avenue church to be run in the Austin American-Statesman, 1991. 
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larger scheme to find a new pulpit minister and redefine values and focus of church. They 

wanted to have a plan for going into the 21st century and hoped to glean information about what 

the congregation was looking for in a pulpit minister given that they still had to find a 

replacement after beloved minister, Lanny Henninger died October 1997. They also stated that 

they wanted each member to be involved in at least one ministry of the church—there are many 

active places to serve in the church at this time. 

In a feature article in the Austin American-Statesman as part of a series on “Houses of 

Worship,” the pastor at the time, Rev. Paul Pape, says as one of two quotes “We encourage each 

member to find his or her higher place in the life and ministries of the congregation and to be 

active in worship. Study, fellowship and evangelism.” They are listed in the article as having 600 

members, and two services, one at 10:30 a.m. and one at 6 p.m.43 

2000: In a report from the long-range planning committee about their work on creating a 

vision for the future, they say the process has been focused on where the church has been, where 

it is now, and where the congregation plans to be in the future. They recognize that, “as a 

community of faith, we are one body composed of many members with diverse talents.”44 They 

again emphasize that personal involvement of each member with a ministry in the church is 

important to leadership and to the congregation. The committee identifies that, “planning and 

coordination activities and ministries within the New Testament principles we are called to live 

by,” is the way they aim to help the congregation “embrace the future and our changing 

environment with confidence.”45 Key planning assumptions were identified by the committee 

which will guide farther work. Key assumptions presented were:  

                                                 
43 Erik Rodriguez, “University Avenue Church of Christ,” Austin American-Statesmen, November 8, 1998. 
44 Typed Report from the Long-Range Planning Committee to UA Elders, 2000, University Avenue Church of 

Christ Archives, Austin, TX. 
45 Typed Report, University Avenue Church of Christ Archives. 
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Evangelism—that the church will be in the same place for the foreseeable future. 

“Preaching, teaching, and ministry to the students at the University of Texas at Austin is a 

priority focus of the UA Church and a core ministry of the church.”  

Worship and Nurture—that the church will continue to support ministries set up to foster 

community and fellowship, with a renewed emphasis on inviting friends and neighbors. Also 

listed in this column as the last bullet point is that, “The congregation will continue to encourage 

women’s roles in ministries of the Church.”  

Benevolence—that service within the community will continue and will expand. 

Administration—that plans to expand parking options are underway since the current 

facilities were not sufficient for projected growth. 

In 2000, the mission statement of the church is clearly defined as “Leading People to God 

by Following Christ” in a printed diagram in a handout to the elders.46 

2002: In a ‘vision workshop’ held in 2002, members in attendance, along with the Long-

Range Planning Committee formed in 1999, were successful in producing several “specific items 

that need to be addressed by the Church in the next two (2) years to continue successful efforts 

already underway aimed at encouraging Church growth in order to meet the mission statement 

and goals established by the Elders.”47 It was decided at this workshop that the nursery and 

children’s ministry needed more space due to an increase in young children entering the 

program; the physical facilities and Youth Loft especially needed general repairs and 

maintenance; the parking lot needed to be more welcoming and expanded however it could be 

arranged; the building needed better signage; and more communication between ministries and 

                                                 
46 Handout inserted in elders’ notes. October 2000. University Avenue Church of Christ Archives. Austin, TX. 
47 Preliminary Report, University Avenue Church of Christ Archives. 
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members of the congregation was needed in order to connect each member to at least one 

ministry of the church.48 

2008: In 2008, leadership hired a new and experienced pulpit minister, Eddie Sharp, in 

hopes that he would help rebuild the church from a period of time that was described as divisive. 

Eddie had previously worked with a Church of Christ congregation in the transition from having 

no women participating in Sunday worship to having women and men serve and participate in 

worship equally. This was the direction the church had decided to go in 2000, but it is not until 

Eddie and his wife Annette arrive that these ideological shifts come to be practiced.  

2016: UT student Haruka Weiser was murdered, her body abandoned in a creek on 

campus in April. In 2018, a man who was homeless at the time of the crime was found guilty of 

capital murder. Many things changed on campus after that, one change being an increase in 

campus security and a crackdown on the transient population in the area near campus. University 

Avenue Church of Christ and other churches in the area like it were asked to find an alternative 

way to serve this population than the Wednesday breakfasts they had been hosting for over 25 

years. For a while, the church stops all forms of a meal for people experiencing homelessness.  

Later in the year, a small group of people experiencing homelessness who regularly came 

to the church for dinner and Bible study on Wednesday nights met with a few leaders of the 

church and the Wednesday night gathering to discuss the possibilities for the future of the meal 

and Bible study. Those present agreed the name All God’s Children should be applied to the 

group and members of the homeless and UA community should be encouraged to come and 

participate in a meal together and Bible study every week on Wednesday at the church.  

                                                 
48 Preliminary Report of Long-Range Planning Committee to Elders Concerning Facilities and Long-Term Planning 

for the University Avenue Church of Christ, May 14, 2002, Filed in 2002 elders’ minutes box as “Special Report,” 

University Avenue Church of Christ Archives. Austin, TX. 
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2017: The church hired a church consulting company to help them organize short and 

long-term goals for the church in 2017. The Strat Ops church consulting group offered these 

points of evaluation regarding the church in 2017:  

• Central leadership core is relationally strong and, experienced. 

• Facilities well maintained, location excellent for campus ministry but 

expensive and distant for younger families. 

• No clear connecting processes for evangelistic and new member growth. 

• Worship experience is traditional, does not serve as a significant drawing 

point for new members. 

• Long-term decline in membership has brought the church to a critical 

decision point with no more time to experiment. 

 

This summary details factors present UA staff and leadership keep in mind as 

they generate programs and plan for the future of the church.  

In September 2017, the church hired a 24-year-old part-time youth and worship minister, 

Benjamin Stewart, who is working on a master’s degree in Divinity from the Austin Graduate 

School of Theology. The next year, he became full-time staff. Ben is a musician who plays 

multiple instruments which was fully known and understood at the time of his hiring.  

2018: Twenty-two-year-old Laura Kate Yarbrough was hired as the full-time children’s 

minister in 2018 after graduating with a degree in children’s ministry from Lubbock Christian 

University. 

Annette Sharp preached from the pulpit during Sunday morning worship in July 2018, 

making her the first woman to deliver a sermon during regular, Sunday worship in the 101 years 

of University Avenue Church of Christ history.49  

 Eddie Sharp retired in November but continued to work at the church until December to 

mentor the new minister transitioning into the role. 

                                                 
49 Here is a link to the sermon: https://youtu.be/qhQBXswc7LQ?t=2170 
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2019: In January 25-year-old Mitchell East began as University Avenue Church of 

Christ’s full-time preaching and pastoral minister. 

The Apostles’ Creed is added to the end of Sunday morning worship to be recited every 

week at the close of service.  

Worship and youth minister Ben Stewart organized “5th Sunday Worship” every Sunday 

morning on the 5th Sunday of the month throughout the 2018-2019 school year in order to give 

the church a spiritual experience worshipping in an environment outside of what they’re used to.  

Conclusion: How Church History Influences Current Ideology 

Looking back at the church in 1917 and comparing it to what it is now in 2020, some 

beliefs and practices remain the same after all that time and others partially or completely 

change. The leadership of the church begins with a very clear purpose for operating so close to 

downtown Austin and the University, bringing to mind the words of influential Elder G. H. P. 

Showalter in 1917: “The church feels that a more favorable location could not be found. It is well 

situated for the attendance of students and others from the State University and for streetcar 

service.”50 The execution of this ministry to college students has fluctuated in effectiveness and 

importance to the church over time, in earlier years being lived out through an active Bible Chair 

program which served Christian students through courses on the academic study of the Bible 

which slowly morphed into an active campus ministry program once the Bible Chair was forced 

closed by the state. The importance of bringing students in for such a Bible study program or 

ministry highlights a matter of denominational and doctrinal importance to the Church of Christ 

which is the rational understanding of the Scriptures. This is where the urgency to attract and 

educate students in Biblical matters first arose. Over time, the tradition of serving students in 

                                                 
50 G. H. P. Showalter, “Building a House at Austin,” Firm Foundation, May 28, 1918, 2. 
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some way morphed into a focus on providing for students’ spiritual and communal needs through 

an active campus ministry group which uses their building near the Perry-Castañeda Library as a 

space for these students to use to meet regularly.  

The idea of “no creed but Christ,” once so prevalent in the church’s own representation of 

itself fades into the background as the church operates in the current day, so much so that a 

literal creed, The Apostles’ Creed, is recited at the end of worship now. There is less discussion 

of what makes the ritual practices of University Avenue Church of Christ any more correct or 

authentic (having originated in the time after Pentecost and remaining unchanged since), but 

instead efforts to make people from all backgrounds feel comfortable in the space. It seems the 

same is happening in multiple Churches of Christ with a substantial number of congregants in 

more urban areas. There is a pressure to modernize ideals as a form of survival in today’s urban 

religious landscape—the social context of churches in different areas plays a part in how they 

develop. A practice that has not yet changed, however, within the practice of University Avenue 

Church of Christ, is the use of instruments in Sunday morning worship. That has still never 

happened. The denominational and congregational ties to a history which worships a cappella is 

too strong to throw aside.  

An important ideological ruling that survived for a long time in church practice was 

recently overturned—women’s roles are now defined in a less restrictive way. Once prevented 

from assuming any form of authority over a man in religious spaces because of a harsh and 

limiting interpretation of passages in Scripture, women are free in 2020 to serve in many ways 

that would have caused members of the church in 1917 to flee from the church denouncing its 

members. As will be further discussed later in the conclusion of this paper, I was limited by time 
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and resources to completely unearthing how exactly University Avenue Church of Christ comes 

to have a woman preach a sermon from the pulpit in 2018 without causing a complete uproar. 

 The 103-year-old church is now run by 3 ministers under the age of 30 and for the first 

time in years, at least before the Covid-19 outbreak in the United States, membership is 

increasing instead of decreasing. The first baptism at the church since Mitch began preaching 

was a 25-year-old millennial who moved to Austin for a job and did not know much about 

Christianity previously. The next was a college student who connected with the Longhorns for 

Christ ministry through UT and wanted to publicly show her faith after graduating in December 

of 2019. These two baptisms, to me, at least partially indicate that the church is living up to the 

end-results of the vision the original charter members had in mind for the church even if the 

charter rules broken in execution would not have been acceptable to them.  
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PART TWO: THE MATERIAL BUILDING 

Introduction and Context  

When I first walked into the UA building for worship as a freshman in college, I got lost. 

The entrance I used was on the first level—the sanctuary is on the second. There were greeters 

stationed at the first-level door, but they must have been busy when I walked in because instead 

of telling me to turn directly left to the proper stairwell, I was allowed to wander down the hall 

into a children’s wing. I eventually found my way up the stairs by the door I originally entered 

and walked slowly down a narrow foyer hallway full of people greeting me and each other on 

their way into the auditorium where worship was held. There was coffee on a folding table near 

the main auditorium doors and I gravitated towards it. The warm coffee in my hands worked to 

steady them—I was nervous about being in a new place and the maze of the building I had 

already shuffled through did not help calm my nerves. When I was ready to enter the sanctuary, a 

Figure 2: Front porch facing west, 

University Avenue Church of Christ c. 1980 
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large man stationed at the front entrance that day pointed me to the area where students usually 

sit in the front right pews.  

It felt as if the pressure changed as soon as I walked into the long and open auditorium 

space. I took it all in. The high ceiling with ornate lights hanging down, the light blueish-green 

carpet, the white walls with large stain-glass windows of blue and green and yellow glass 

providing most light to the large room all created a sensation of awe within me. Standing in the 

very front of the room, I looked down a long aisle and imagined in its heyday the church must 

have been able to fit at least a thousand people in the long blueish-green pews. Now, people are 

encouraged to fill in from the front by ropes over the back section of pews.  

As soon as I found a seat that first day near the college students, I was approached by a 

nice group of older ladies and was welcomed heartily by them. In my seat facing the front, I 

noticed a skinny preaching pulpit—like a music stand made of wood—in front of a communion 

table, both on the top level of a stage. Like the communion table in my hometown church, this 

one said, “This Do in Remembrance of Me” and had a giant Bible on it. Behind it, I knew to look 

for an opening in the wall which may mark the area where baptisms are conducted. The opening 

existed and was marked with a small cross in the center.  

Figure 3: The front of the UA auditorium, 2017. 
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The material church building sets the tone for the ritual practiced within. It directs the 

worshipper to what is important, sacred, or powerful in the religious experience they come to 

take part in. It also works on a functional level, facilitating some practices and impeding others. 

The goal of this chapter is to analyze how the church building influences worship and how the 

building is influenced by congregational history, denomination, and social context at different 

points in time. Decisions to change material aspects of a church throughout University Avenue’s 

history often coincide with spiritual and practical needs of the congregation or larger cultural 

shifts in how worship is conducted. The University Avenue Church of Christ building has gone 

through many changes which often reflect ideological shifts in the congregation or larger trends 

in Christian religious spaces. “Using historical architectural forms to allude to and claim kinship 

with an ancient or more authentic Christianity is a form of historization, a process through which 

people claim connection to ideas objects or practices of the past in order to lend legitimacy to 

their own activities. Church architecture has a long history of doing this.”51 University Avenue 

Church of Christ is no exception. The church through its denominational allegiance infuses its 

version of Christianity with a set of non-Christian (i.e. Greek, Roman) values (i.e. rationality, 

republicanism) and this becomes extra apparent through the architectural elements that appear on 

the building over time. Klide says, “the borrowing of earlier architectural vocabularies was 

meant to convey specific ideas about the nature of Christianity itself, and particularly about 

Christian piety and the relationship between God and humanity.”52 The church does this as well 

as will be shown in the following sections. 

This chapter lays out the history of the church through the development of its building 

starting when the congregation most likely met in a log cabin at its very beginning to the present-

                                                 
51 Klide, Sacred Power, Sacred Spaces, 165. 
52 Klide, 165. 
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day form of the church as it stands on land between the UT Tower and Texas State Capitol. The 

buildings from 1917 to present-day will be analyzed in depth, assessing motivations behind 

choices in design and use of space in order to describe how material aspects of the church 

contribute to the narrative it wants to present to the society around it about who it is in terms of 

denominational or ideological beliefs and who it is as a unique congregation with a long history 

in Austin. The ways in which the material church building influences and is influenced by certain 

factors help tell the narrative of the development of a church from its beginning to the present 

day. 

The Church Buildings Before 1917 

 

In a letter dated July 28, 1853, a traveling evangelist on the Austin frontier wrote, “I have 

found a few brethren and sisters meeting occasionally in a schoolhouse.” This is the first record 

of this Christian congregation meeting in a building besides each other’s homes. According to a 

centennial publication of the Central Christian Church, the next place the congregation met for 

worship was probably inside a log house constructed after the Civil War.53 On April 24, 1867, 

the church acquired a plot of land on the corner of 8th and Colorado where city government 

offices now stand.54 Money was raised by subscription to buy building material and the members 

of the congregation worked together to construct the church building.55 A picture of the log cabin 

                                                 
53 Central Christian Church, The First One Hundred Years, 9. 
54 Central Christian Church, 9. 
55 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 8. 

Figure 6: East Austin Church of 

Christ, 1894-1917 

Figure 5: Building at 8th & 

Colorado, 1872 
Figure 4: Typical log building 
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and original structure on 8th and Colorado have not been found. In 1872, a two-story building 

with a basement for Sunday school replaced this original structure (Fig. 5) and was where 

everyone worshipped until the congregation split in 1888 over differences in Biblical 

interpretation.56 After the split, the sixteen dissenting members met in each other’s homes until a 

lot at the intersection of 14th and San Bernard Streets near the Oakwood Cemetery was deeded to 

the ‘Church of Christ’ by Elijah Hansbrough and his wife Unity on August 18, 1894.57 Figure 6 

shows the East Austin Church of Christ built soon after receiving the land. Meanwhile, the 

Christian Church congregation constructed the building which would serve them from 1898 to 

1929 (Fig. 8). 

 

The two buildings pictured above represent the chosen form of two congregations that 

once worshipped together but split over doctrinal differences. These are the buildings the 

congregations constructed when they had the means to do so. Both congregations share an origin 

story—the same ten original charter members who set out to establish a church accepting “no 

                                                 
56 Crowson, 8. 
57 Crowson, 15. 

 

Figure 8: Central Christian Church of Austin, 8th & 

Colorado, 1898-1929 
Figure 9: University Avenue Church of Christ, 19th & 

University Ave, 1917-1949 
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creed but Christ” 58—but they ended up as completely different entities interpreting the Bible 

differently and are eventually recognized as different denominations altogether, the Church of 

Christ and the Christian Church, or Disciples of Christ (see page 17). The buildings each 

congregation constructed represented the ideals each embraced. In a way, the buildings tell the 

story of the split in 1888.  

The original Christian Church building included many castle-like medieval references 

and had a solid rock façade. The borrowing of these earlier architectural elements made a 

statement about ideas the church had of the nature of Christianity and the relationship between 

God and humanity. By constructing a visually appealing building with complex and mystifying 

elements, the Christian Church intended to reflect the majesty of God and attract new 

worshippers to the building in an increasingly diverse and competitive religious landscape. In 

this way, the Christian Church congregation along with other Protestant Christian churches in the 

19th century who adopted medieval elements, hoped to 

create a holy and unique space characteristic of a holy 

and unique God which drew people in the doors. The 

Broadway Tabernacle Church in New York City built in 

1859 (Fig. 10) adopted the same strategy to attract 

congregants by appealing to the aesthetic and formalistic 

interests of a growing middle class.59 According to the 

history written about the first 100 years of the Central 

Christian Church of Austin, their congregation grew in 

                                                 
58 Alexander Campbell, one of the main figures of the Restoration Movement from which both congregations 

originate, is said to have said this. 
59 Klide, Sacred Spaces, 166. 

Figure 10: Broadway Tabernacle Church, New 

York City, 1859. Leopold Eidlitz, architect. 

Congregational Quarterly, 22 (Jan. 1860), 65. 

Courtesy Special Collections and Rare Books, 

University of Minnesota Libraries, Twin Cities. 
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numbers while worshipping in their stone-faced building. In 1929, the building was razed, and 

stones and roofing material were salvaged to construct the St. Elias Antiochian Orthodox Church 

at 408 E. 11th Street in 1932.60  

The adherents of the Church of Christ, however, found the lavishness of the building to 

be offensive. They were a group which placed a greater emphasis on truth as revealed through 

the Bible than any outside appearance of splendor to attract people to a congregation. In fact, the 

Christian Church’s building was called “a monument of vanity” in a certain Church of Christ 

publication because of its beauty and high cost of construction.61 As a general rule, Church of 

Christ churches are modest, functional, and without much ornament or figural representation 

because the group favors rational discussion of Biblical interpretation to bring someone into the 

doors of their church over a fancy building which may “corrupt” those who see only its beauty. 

What makes the building holy and full of God’s presence in their eyes are the people who 

gathered there and the Gospel message that is recited there.  

1917 Building 

“Last week I had occasion to spend a few days in Austin and the brethren showed 

me through their handsome new meeting house that they are just completing.  To 

say it is just simply fine is but to state it modestly.  Heretofore the church has had 

a very unsatisfactory location and the building has been entirely inadequate for 

the work in Austin. So the members determined to get a better location and erect a 

house that would be a credit to the cause of Christ... The lot had a large building 

on it that has been remodeled and made into one of the handsomest church houses 

that we have anywhere in Texas.  It certainly will be a credit to the work in Austin 

for many years to come.”62 

 

-A. B. Barret in Firm Foundation, September 18, 1917. 

                                                 
60 William J. Attal, “St. Elias Antiochian Orthodox Church: A Brief History,” St. Elias Orthodox Church, last 

modified 2015, https://cccaustin.org/about-our-church/. 
61 Central Christian Church, The First Hundred Years, 15. 
62 A. B. Barret, Firm Foundation, September 18, 1917, 2. 
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On March 26, 1917 the East Austin Church of Christ purchased property at the corner of 

University Avenue and 19th Street (MLK Blvd), renaming itself “ The University Church of 

Christ.”63  The lot contained a large rooming house which previously rented out rooms to tenants 

visiting Austin or attending the University which the church remodeled in the summer of 1917 to 

function as their place of worship and to conduct Bible classes.64 The remodeled building was 

described by G. H. P. Showalter in the Firm Foundation publication as “a model of modern 

architecture.”65,66 It was nothing like their previous meeting house which was simply built on 

land gifted to the church in 1894 by Elijah and Unity Hansbrough. The new University Church 

of Christ building stood tall with two levels and a flat, rectangular shape. The primary entrance 

faced South towards the Texas State Capitol complex and is marked by four large white half-

columns of the Doric order and a wide staircase leading to the entrance. The principal and back 

façades stuck out of the building, giving it a more interesting shape than a plain rectangle. There 

were six windows on the front and back of the building and the two doors were wooden with thin 

                                                 
63 G. H. P. Showalter, Firm Foundation, May 28, 1918, p. 2. 
64 A. B. Barret, Firm Foundation, September 18, 1917, p. 2. 
65 G. H. P. Showalter, Firm Foundation, May 28, 1918, 2. 
66 No record of these renovations has been found therefore I do not know the extent of the renovations. 

Figure 11: University Church of Christ, 1917-1949 (Facing South) 

 
Figure 12: University Church of Christ, 1917-1949 (Facing North) 
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glass windows. Above the columns on the protruding part of the principal entrance, a very low 

architrave, frieze of triglyphs and metopes, and cornice further distinguished the building as 

neoclassical. The building was ordered, symmetrical, and bold. The material used on the surfaces 

was off-white stucco, and the trim around the top had three layers—a white, flat strip which 

connected to the ornamented frieze over the entrances, a cornice that crowns the building, and 

another flat white strip surrounding the top of the building. There were fourteen windows on 

each side of the building and the entrance to the sub-level was a single door facing West. The 

back of the building was a lot like the front except it had a shaded awning and two sets of stairs 

facing East and West instead of one large staircase, giving it the appearance of a porch. 

Eventually, in 1942, the front steps were changed to the same style of steps exiting both east and 

west.67 This can be seen in Figures 11 and 12. It is not clear why this change was made. 

Based on the arrangement of windows on the side of the building, one expects a large 

congregational hall comprised the bulk of the main floor. According to Ruth Jackson, 

interviewed in 1997, the seating capacity of this hall was about 250.68 At the time, the church 

was about 150 members.69 The seats were pews with kneeling-rails and communion cup-holders. 

The baptistry was added under the floor behind the pulpit so that, in order to conduct a baptism, 

certain pulpit floorboards had to be removed.70 The sub-story of the building included 5 

classrooms and a church office. The classrooms were used for Bible classes before Sunday 

worship services and during the week as a part of the Bible Chair program (see page 26). 

                                                 
67 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 24. 
68 Crowson, 24.  
69 Crowson, 24. 
70 Notes of Carlos D. Speck, Jr. 
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This 1917 building is clearly modeled after 

monumental architecture of the Roman Republic, 

especially podium temples with a frontal porch and 

staircase leading to it. The columns on the front and 

back porches, the cornice around the building, and the 

staircase on the front entrance are all elements of 

ancient Roman design. The overall format of this 

building is much like the Temple of Portunus in the 

Forum Boarium in Rome. The frontal staircase and four columns of the front porch especially 

make this reference. Buildings influence the people inside them and present a message to those 

passing by on the outside through its iconography. Churches exist simultaneously within 

religious and secular contexts presenting meaning to both frames of reference. As a religious 

entity, the choice to use design elements from ancient Roman architecture works on two levels. It 

is a conscious callback to temple architecture in antiquity and is representative of secular 

American values of democracy, order, and reason. It may seem out of place to use temple 

architecture for a church, as temples were grand monuments and places of worship for a 

multitude of gods in antiquity, but that iconographic association to the cultic function of temples 

does not seem to be the foremost association in American modernity. However, it was not 

uncommon during the rise of Christianity in antiquity to repurpose an old temple as a church, 

often symbolizing the superiority of the God of the people who come to power. But something 

symbolic like this in the modern-day United States would be achieved by remodeling something 

like a popular old bar into a church to signal the superiority of church over drinking culture. So, 

the use of Roman architectural elements on this church building most likely advertises order, 

Figure 13: Temple of Portunus in the Forum 

Boarium in Rome, Portico at an angle, 2014, World 

Monuments Fund, 

https://www.wmf.org/project/temple-portunus. 
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reason, and propriety and harkens back to first 

century Christianity which begins in Rome. Even 

though the first Christians met in their homes 

(congregational or prayer houses or εὐκτήριοι 

οἴκοι) for fear of persecution, since Christianity had 

not yet grown large enough to warrant repurposing 

of temples, the reference to the time period through 

architecture achieves the purpose historicization. 

The choice to use classical design validates the claim the Church of Christ denomination makes 

of being the continuation of first century Christianity. Moreover, in the late 19th century there 

was a fascination with the classical style of architecture in the United States exemplified 

strongest in Daniel Burnham and his colleagues’ ideas for the temporary prototypical city for the 

1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago. This World’s Fair grounds were constructed 

entirely in white neoclassical style as an attempt to showcase American Exceptionalism as if 

constructing buildings in this style was a signifier of progress. It is as if the style represents the 

rational articulation of concepts of symmetry, purity (white buildings), and unity.   

 These are the values the early University Church of Christ clung to. They wished to gain 

validity as a church tracing its roots to the very beginning of the faith and to gain the respect of 

the surrounding educated community with a sharp building representing order and reason. 

Though it’s probable the classical elements of the building existed before the church did any 

major renovations, it’s important to explore the symbolic meaning of the choice to incorporate 

classical design elements because these elements alongside others are preserved in the grand 

project of constructing a new church building on that land in 1949.  

Figure 14: U.S. Government Building, World's 

Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. 

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
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Another important facet of the University Church of Christ is its location. The 

congregation which began in 1847 was not located near the UT campus until the purchase of the 

land in 1917 which is 0.4 miles from the UT Tower. As the previous section points out, the 

choice to buy land at 19th and University Avenue was a deliberate one driven by the vision of an 

outspoken leader of the church in the early 20th century which still drives the thinking of church 

leaders today. The proximity of the church to the campus richly influences the way the church 

comes to function later in its life.  

 

 

1949 Building 

North 

Figure 15: From a drawing dated 1887 

 

The arrow shows the building on the corner of 19th Street (called Magnolia Street in 

early days) and University Avenue that was remodeled into a church building.  The 

property was purchased by the East Austin Church of Christ March 26, 1917 and 
remodeling began the following June. 

 

(Detail from PICA 22983, Austin History Center, Austin Public Library) 
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“Ground will be broken Monday at 5:30 p.m. at 19th and University Avenue for 

the new University Avenue Church of Christ, R. B. Sweet, minister of the 

congregation, announced Saturday. 

 

For the past two years approximately 600 students of the University of Texas have 

shown membership in or Church of Christ preference. The new building will 

provide greatly expanded accommodations for Bible Class instruction in addition 

to the general worship services. The main auditorium will seat more that 1,000 

with provision made for the addition of a balcony when needed.” 

 

Austin-American Statesman, August 3, 1948 

 

 

By 1947, the congregation which met at University Avenue had outgrown its building. 

According to an article in the 

Austin American-Statesman in 

1947, “Both services [were] 

overcrowded and during the later 

service a further overflow [was] 

being taken care of in the 

basement with a public address 

system in use.”71 Sufficient land 

was acquired to build facilities 

                                                 
71 Austin American-Statesman, Austin American-Statesman, September 28, 1947. 

Figure 16: Images of University Avenue Church of Christ, 1950, from the UA Church archives. 

Figure 17: University Avenue Church of Christ during construction in 1949, UA 

Church archives. 
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for a new church in 1947 and construction began in 1949 on a new building while the older one 

continued to operate as a church with regular Sunday services as shown in Figure 17. 

There is a plaque outside the building which says, “A 

place to worship—erected 1949.” In an article from Sep. 24, 1949 

in the Austin American-Statesman called “University Church of 

Christ Service to Open New Building,” Minister R. B. Sweet says 

this inscription is “characteristic of the simplicity and the 

earnestness that characterized the whole structure of the new church building and work of the 

University Church of Christ.”72 The article gives a detailed description of the building and an 

outline of the opening day services that would take place there the next day. From 9:15am to 

8:30pm the building was open to the public for Bible class, worship, tours of the building, and 

meetings. The opening of this building was a notable event for the city; many attended these 

services and would come to the church for classes offered there for UT credit and to place 

membership there. The building was also impressive and modern. In contrast to the older 

building, this one would be air-conditioned and heated. It was significantly larger than the old 

one—with sufficient room for the congregation which had overflowed out of the old building, 

room for Sunday school and UT classes, and for growth in numbers.  

The outside of the building maintained some elements of the classical building purchased 

and remodeled as a church in 1917. The main entrance on MLK Blvd. facing west has two large 

Greek ionic columns with scroll-shaped volutes on top of the column shaft creating a reference 

to the classical elements of the former building. However, the columns used on the 1917 building 

were of the Doric order, more masculine and simpler. The choice to switch to ionic columns was 

                                                 
72 Austin American-Statesman, “University Church of Christ Service to Open New Building” Sat Sep 24, 1949. 

 

 L-R: P. Schoolfield, R. Sweet, A.B. Cox,  

L. Robinson, C. Fuller, W. Cottingham 
Cottingham 
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most likely an aesthetic choice. This type of column adds elegance to the simplicity of the 

building and distinguishes the principle entrance. However, the architect chose a specific type of 

ionic column which abounds in Early Christian churches of the 4th and 5th centuries AD 

throughout the Mediterranean—a specific reference to early Christianity which stick out on the 

comparably plain building. One of the few other ornamental elements on the building are the 

curled emblems above the entrances facing south towards 

MLK. These could be inspired by Renaissance 

architecture, as they resemble elements of buildings such 

as the Santa Maria Novella in Florence (Figure 19, the 

elements framing the center). It is possible these elements 

were added to announce the church’s presence in the 

secular landscape and make it 

clear that it is a religious 

space. They characterize the 

building in this way and are 

interestingly placed in conjunction with the pointed tower, or 

steeple, motifs on the building. 

The Statesman article comments on the classical architectural features blended with 

modern features, pointing out the aqua-blue windows specifically designed to screen out direct 

sun rays that were originally set in the walls of Austin limestone before being switched out in the 

60’s for stained glass. “Glass in windows is functional, a departure from traditional church 

windows,” the Statesman article said. “But recognition of the beauty which men of ages past 

Figure 18: Examples 

of exterior ornament 

on the building. 

Figure 20: Image from The Museum 

of Florence, 
http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/

santa_maria_novella-cloist.html. 
 

Figure 19: Santa Maria Novella, 

Florence, Italy. Image from Georges 

Jansoone, 12 October 2005, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Mari

a_Novella 
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sought and found is seen in keeping their entrance-way columns.”73 The author of this article and 

minister R.B. Sweet recognize the power of using architecture to connect to the past and to make 

claims about what the church itself stands for in the present. “The building itself is suggestive of 

the character of the church,” Sweet said. “No holding to age-long traditions but an awareness in 

God in the life of today; a sincere effort to minister to the needs of the people in our community 

now.”74 It is interesting that Sweet claims there is no holding to age-long traditions when the 

building follows some of the architectural traditions of the past, but the construction of a new 

building with the addition of simple, modern elements support his claim that no strict loyalty to 

tradition existed. Even as early as 1949, the departure from purely classical church architecture 

in the building can be read as a willingness to change and become modern. As discussed in the 

analysis of the classical elements found on the 1917 building, however, the use of Ionic columns, 

a cornice around the building and curved embellishments on top of some entrances, as has 

already been discussed, may have functioned as a callback to an ancient Christianity. In her 

book, Sacred Power, Sacred Space: An Introduction to Christian Architecture and Worship, 

Jeanne Halgren Klide observes that as Christian practices and denominations were becoming 

increasingly diverse in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, various Protestant congregations 

in America “lay claim to an ancient faith as a means of bolstering their current situation.”75 

Elements of the building constructed in 1949, such as the front porch columns, color, and 

simplicity allude to an ancient Christianity in order to distinguish themselves from other groups 

or perhaps to claim origin from an original source thought to be more authentic. Doing so is a 

form of historization, or, as Klide defines it, “a process through which people claim connection 

                                                 
73 Austin American-Statesman, “New Building,” 1949. 
74 American-Statesman, 1949. 
75 Klide, Sacred Power, Sacred Space, 165. 
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to ideas, objects, or practices of the past in order to lend legitimacy to their own activities.”76 The 

architect who designed the building was cognizant of the specific type of simplified forms of the 

ornate ionic capitals of Classical Greece. In their simplified form, the capitals were used in Early 

Christian basilicas that abound all over the Mediterranean. The building also brings to mind the 

longitudinal form of the nave of these early basilicas—plain, axial and rectangular, lit by 

windows, with a pitched roof.  

Take the southwest porch, for example. The tone presented by the porch with the 

columns is different than the tone of the porch without the columns. They are not necessary for 

holding up the entrance, but are a choice made to add legitimacy to the building and make 

reference to antiquity. The photo on the left with the columns cropped out offers a more modern-

looking entrance than the one on the right with ionic columns. The columns also add 

sophistication to the building through the existing association between classical societies with 

rationality, republicanism, and order. The addition of columns on the exterior of building make a 

claim about the tradition followed inside, not that the building without columns is entirely devoid 

                                                 
76 Klide, 165. 

Figure 21: The front porch with columns and with the columns photoshopped out, 2019. 
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of class or order, it just lacks iconographic reference to the themes and ideas associated with 

classical architecture.  

The stones of the building are unfinished, giving the building a rugged look as opposed to 

the finished polish of the former white stucco building. The building maintains the shape and 

orientation of the auditorium in the 1917 building facing north, though it is much larger. While it 

was being constructed, as figure 17 shows, the original building remained beside it still open for 

regular services. As a result, the new structure was built in the shape of an “L” around the old 

building. Sticking out of the roof on the south side of the building facing MLK Blvd is a small 

point designed to match the point on top of the rectangular structure on the northwest entrance. 

This element gives the building a unique outline and mimics a steeple which is common to 

church architecture. Church steeples are meant to signal to outside passersby that the building is 

religious in nature by sticking out in a congested urban landscape. The tower-like steeple 

structure on the church does not look like a traditional steeple as it does not contain a cross at the 

top and it is not much taller than the regular building, however it is a theme repeated over two of 

the entrances which face a busy street. The west wall of the steeple structure was finished 

temporarily with a plastered face, permitting the eventual edition of an educational wing which 

would extend towards University Avenue when expanded on. 

Inside this building after entering the southwest doors between the columns, there was a 

foyer which opened into the back end of a large auditorium area. According to the Statesman 

article, there was a large planting box filled with greenery under a window in the foyer which 

gave, “a view of Colorado St. which seems to run right into the building.”77 The auditorium 

space was open and tall, well-lit from the light coming in through the windows and light fixtures 

                                                 
77 Austin American-Statesman, “New Building,” 1949. 
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set into and flush with the ceiling. In 1949 when the building was opened, preparations had been 

made for the installment of an air-conditioning unit, but it was not completely installed until July 

1950. Very few buildings, except movie theaters, were air-conditioned in 1949.78 In the 1917 

University Church of Christ building, it was necessary to open windows for ventilation in the 

summer. The first mechanical cooling system installed in the church was designed in part by 

Wayne Long, one of the church elders who was teaching mechanical engineering at the 

University of Texas.79 Instead of pews, the more modern 

choice of coral rose theater seats was decided on. The 

room had seats for 866 people and there was an area 

above the auditorium accessible through one winding 

staircase at the east end of the foyer where parents of 

small children could go to watch service through glass 

while attending to their children. The floor to the 

auditorium slanted down from the back to front, from south to north, ushering worshippers to the 

front of the auditorium. At the center of the wall which was carved out for the main stage like the 

apse of a basilica, five short stairs led up to a stage where the sermon was preached from a pulpit 

and communion was blessed and served from a communion table. There was oak block paneling 

around the pulpit flanked by planting boxes with live plants on the main stage. The second step 

was elongated in the center in a semicircle where the communion table sat in a way that would 

not block the view or access to the preaching pulpit but would still present that table first. A 

curtain covered an opening in the back wall which concealed the view of the baptistry. 

                                                 
78 Crowson, An Historical Chronology, 37. 
79 Crowson, 37.  

Figure 18: Adult Bible Class, 1958. Note the 

auditorium seats. Image from UA archives.  
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The auditorium took up most of the second level of the building. The ground floor was 

made up of a long corridor running the full length of the building with classrooms on each side 

of the hallway. The area around the children’s classrooms was decorated with murals done by 

artists in the congregation. At the rear of the first level facing north, there was a kitchen situated 

conveniently beside a large room for serving large gatherings. On the west side of the building a 

concrete sidewalk led to the entrance under the church steeple-like tower to another foyer which 

led to the front of the auditorium or to the offices and minister’s study on the third level. 

1957 Expansion and 1980 Renovation 

 

In 1956, an addition with three floors was planned for the northwest end of the building 

next to the entrance on the steeple structure. In the image above, the entire structure can be seen 

sticking out of the building from the steeple which is where the building used to end. The kitchen 

and adjacent room were relocated and a library, church offices and the chapel were built on the 

second and ground floor. Classrooms and the office of the youth minister were planned for the 

3rd floor. This expansion had always been the plan for the building as that part of the west wall 

was done in plaster and not stone.  

Figure 22: University Avenue Church of Christ after addition of church offices and classrooms, c. 1960. 

Image from UA archives. 
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  . . 

This picture comes from the back of a printed pamphlet likely distributed during church 

services in the months leading up to beginning work on the building. Inside the pamphlet there 

was a summary of the 1956 budget and a goal to raise $26,592.42 in the months of October, 

November, and December in weekly contributions. The expansion project scheduled to take 

place the following year would use $9,250 out of the total budget of $85,000. The reasons listed 

on the pamphlet under “WHY do we need these facilities?”  and “WHAT must we do NOW?” 

were as follows:80 

                                                 
80 Pamphlet presented to the church, 1956, in the 1956 Elders’ Minutes binder, University Avenue Church archives. 

1. WHY do we need these facilities?  
 

a. To provide this congregation of 900 

members with adequate classrooms. 
 

b. To enable us to meet the needs of 

University youth in a better way. 
 

c. To increase our serviceable facilities 

for our own young people 
 

d. A chapel for funerals and weddings 
 

e. All in all, to better serve the Lord.  

2.  WHAT must we do NOW? 
 

a. Meet our present program of work. 

$2045 per week necessary. 

 

b. Retire our present debt of $36,000 as 

quickly as possible. 

 

c. Prepare ourselves in heart and mind 

for greater dedication to the Lord in 

the challenge ahead. 

Figure 23: Renovation plans presented to the church in 1956. 
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In 1980, the elders approved plans to remodel the church auditorium and its service areas. 

Two possible approaches to the remodel were presented to the congregation for consideration. 

One plan continued the north-south orientation of the present auditorium. The second featured an 

east-west orientation with the pulpit, communion table, and baptistry relocated along the east 

wall. “After discussions with the architects about advantages and disadvantages of both plans,” a 

church bulletin from 1980 read, “our Elders elected to proceed with the east-west design. This 

decision also coincided with the wishes of a majority of the congregation [as expressed through 

questionnaires completed in early April].”81 The next year, the main sanctuary was remodeled 

with the installation of pews in place of the original opera chairs, new colored art glass windows, 

new greenish carpet and other interior fixtures and decorations were installed—including a small 

cross which was placed in the baptistry ono the back center wall. A note in Larry C. Jackson’s 

chapter on University Avenue Church of Christ history says some people who were used to the 

old seats with kneeling rails still knelt for some time after the transition to pews.82 The cross 

above the baptistry perhaps represents salvation given its placement above the pulpit and 

                                                 
81 Outreach Church Bulletin, (vol. IX, no. 43), July 6, 1980, folder labeled “Bulletins,” University Avenue Church 

archives. 
82 Jackson, Choosing Sides, 16. 

Figure 24: An image of the sanctuary after renovations, 2019. The light fixtures, stained glass, 

and cross in the baptistry were all added during this renovation. 
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communion table acting as a reminder of the Gospel message preached through sermon and 

worship and acted out in communion and baptism. It is the closest thing to an icon present in the 

sanctuary and when it was installed a few members were concerned. In stark contrast to the 

crucifixes displayed in Catholic and other Celebratory churches, however, the cross is does not 

have the figure of Jesus on it. It is a very subtle element within the auditorium. 

Object Placement Within the Church Over Time 

 

Stage Setup—what goes where and what does it mean?  

Over time, the inside of a church undergoes changes as objects are rearranged based on 

the preference of new leadership, changes in ritual practice, or for setup utility for weddings and 

events. These changes are another way to track material development within a church that 

influences and is influenced by the people worshipping there. What is acceptable within this 

church and what would not be accepted by members of the congregation—either as additions or 

subtractions to the material makeup of the church—is also telling of the ideas governing and 

forming the church. History, denomination, and social context contribute to what is accepted and 

what is not accepted within the church.  

Figures 25 & 26: Figure 25, above, was the setup in 2005 with 

the communion table behind the preaching pulpit. Figure 26, to 

the right, is the current stage configuration: a preaching stand in 

front of the communion table. 
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One of the interior changes that happens in University Avenue Church of Christ is the 

movement of the communion table backwards behind the preaching pulpit. The actual pulpit also 

changes. The solid, filled-out wooden preaching podium which matches the communion table 

was replaced by a narrow wooden pulpit that is like a music stand. This new pulpit now stands in 

front of the communion table at the top level of the stage as seen in figure 26. Because the 

current preacher is taller than the one before him, a wooden box was crafted and placed right in 

front of the podium so that the preacher can lift the podium onto the box when he is ready to 

speak. The decision in the layout of the stage to move the preaching pulpit in front of the 

communion table communicates, whether consciously or otherwise, that the church values 

preaching and the reading of scripture ahead of the Lord’s Supper and vocal worship. The church 

has also never gotten amplifier hookups for instruments attached to the stage even though people 

rent the space for weddings and other events necessitating instruments. This is because there has 

never been an instrument used on stage during Sunday morning worship service. What is present 

on the stage and in what order makes a difference to an audience. The height of these elements 

also makes a difference on the subconscious consideration of what is most valued by the church. 

There is a perception that whatever is placed in the highest, frontmost, or centermost position 

contains more power and importance than other elements. A preacher standing on an elevated 

stage is in a position which has signaled the power and authority of Christian clergy to deliver 

the Logos, or the Scriptural Word, for centuries.83 In Early Christian basilicas, there was a raised 

ambo in the center of the nave on which the priest would stand and read from the Bible. The 

placement of the preaching pulpit in University Avenue Church of Christ in front of and above 

other objects on the stage is consistent with the emphasis put on preaching and the preacher. 

                                                 
83 Klide, Sacred Power, 147. 
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From spending time around the ministers as they prepare worship, I know the songs chosen for 

worship more often than not are selected to match the sermon or Bible reading for the Sunday 

service. Communion thoughts tend to riff off the sermon and the sermon tends to be the longest 

part of a Sunday morning service. The preacher also receives more inquiries from the 

congregation about theological or spiritual questions than either of the other three paid ministers 

though they all have Biblical degrees of their own and are qualified to give an answer. 

In many ways, the space within the auditorium follows along with this trend of favoring 

the preacher and preaching—it is an oblong space with a high ceiling and slanted floor. There are 

also sound absorbing panels on the back walls to prevent the preacher’s own voice from 

bouncing off the walls back to themselves or others. In his book, Sound of Worship, a handbook 

of acoustics and sound system design for the church, Doug Jones explains “if the sanctuary is 

optimized for any of the three [types of activities that should be considered in the design of the 

acoustics in Evangelical churches—preaching, congregational vocal worship, and instrumental 

worship], the others will suffer.”84 The choice to construct a building with high ceilings and 

sound absorbing panels on the flat back wall puts the acoustic quality of congregational singing 

at a disadvantage to the intelligibility of the preaching. 

The space is also not optimized for creating the type of worship environment—the 

ambiance—favored by younger audiences. These spaces would allow for dimmed lights and 

freedom to be expressive during worship without fear of being watched and judged. Take figure 

27 and 28, for example. One picture was taken during regular worship sometime in the 80’s 

                                                 
84 Jones, Sound of Worship ,80. 
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when the auditorium was nearly full, and the other picture was taken in 2020 at an event The 

Austin Stone held in the building when the auditorium was filled with students. The lights make 

a huge difference in the ambiance of the space. People feel freer to express themselves during 

worship when the lights are dimmed. The Austin Stone created a space where they had control of 

the intensity and color of those lights so they could change them with the mood of the song. 

However, they had to do this at night. Their service for students was at 9 p.m. Conducting a 

service for students like this at 9 a.m. would present challenges the space is not yet equipped to 

handle. However, the current worship minister, Benjamin Stewart, recognized the limitations on 

the main auditorium space and organized worship to take place inside the Longhorns for Christ 

Campus Center every 5th Sunday for the entire 2018-2019 school year. Inside this building, the 

entire congregation was cramped together in the smaller space which worked to enhance the a 

cappella worship experience and feeling of community. The Campus Center has a way to cover 

the glass doors to block natural light and has controllable and colored lights much like The 

Austin Stone setup. These mornings of worship were centered mostly around the experience of 

worship and communion and not just the sermon as a way to break the congregation out of 

single-minded, routine thinking about what Sunday morning worship looks like. 

Figure 27: The auditorium full for Sunday morning 

worship, c. 1980.  

Figure 28: The auditorium full of students for The Austin 

Stone’s College Night of Worship in January 2020. They set up 

their own lights and a full band. It was very loud.  
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Conclusion: How Structural History Influences Current Church Setup 

The building bought by the church in 1917 set the tone for many of the material themes it 

would carry with it onto the next building—classical architectural elements, simplicity, lack of 

figural icons—and would also set the church up in a prime location near campus and downtown 

Austin. The original building (figure 11) ends up being a close representation of the 

denominational beliefs of the church and values of the congregation by using classical elements 

to signal themes of order, rationality, stateliness. When a new building is constructed, these 

elements also appear on the new structure but in a way that is more purposefully directed 

towards Early Christian architecture especially that of a basilica. A church was created that 

served the purposes of the church and its goals during that time which were to reach out to 

college students, teach and preach the Bible, and grow in numbers as a congregation. It is not 

until the early 90’s that the church begins to loosen itself from the staunchly fundamental, 

Church-of-Christ way of thinking of themselves as a sort of unique and elite group of 

congregants with an unpolluted and correct way of being Christian as is argued in Part One. The 

building, however, continues on the outside to appear as it always has, making its own claims 

about the church and its origins. If the church could have modernized the building a bit to match 

this shift in thinking about itself, it may have, but the ideals of the church had not yet changed 

enough to necessitate any changes, nor will they probably ever. The building makes statements 

about the ideas the early church members had about the Church of Christ and its origins, but the 

statements are subtle and could easily be overlooked or changed by throwing up something like a 
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banner to make a different statement. As time goes on, the callbacks to an ancient faith may 

become less of a statement about where the church believes it originated and more of a reference 

to an older way of thinking—maybe even a reference to the 1917 building itself.  

In 2020, however, the physical structure of the church has nothing to do with any of the 

past buildings. The church is maintaining the building near campus, but for the foreseeable future 

its doors must remain closed to large gatherings. The Covid-19 pandemic has shut down many 

churches who understand it is their duty to give up large gatherings for a while until the virus has 

been contained. University Avenue Church is no exception. A large number of the congregation 

is part of the population that is extra vulnerable to being seriously affected by the virus, therefore 

church leadership has been having discussions about what the future of the church will look like 

in the coming months. Good 

Friday service occurred two 

weeks after Travis County 

issues a shelter-in-place 

mandate requiring all non-

essential personnel to stay at 

home. University Avenue 

Church of Christ sent out a 

Zoom videoconference link to 

the congregation that 66 households participated in. The youth, children’s, and campus minister 

all create opportunities via Zoom for their students to interact, but this Good Friday service has 

been the only attempt thus far to meet up virtually as a large group. A Sunday morning worship 

video following the usual order of worship is released on the church website every week until a 

Figure 29: A screenshot of the Good Friday Zoom videoconference, 2020.  
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different plan comes to be. There is discussion about switching to a house-church model of 

Sunday morning worship where leaders in different areas around town would be contacted to 

lead a small group gathering out of their home every Sunday morning so that members of the 

congregation do not have to give up communing with each other entirely. This would be the 

ultimate form of historicizing within the church since the original Christians had to meet for 

worship in each other’s homes.  

However, the building should be there when things become a little more normal. There is 

also plenty of space in the auditorium to social distance without sacrificing the intelligibility of 

the sermon due to the clever acoustic design.  

The numerous forms the church has taken over time work to tell the story of the 

development of the church—what goes on inside the doors is often reflected on the outside along 

with the statement the church wishes to make about itself. This chapter attempts to draw 

attention to and make sense of elements of the building and its design which are meant to 

announce a set of values which are or were at one point important to the church. Layers of 

history go into the design of a building and University Avenue Church of Christ contains many 

of these historical references.  
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Conclusion 

This thesis approached the question of how a church in an urban setting with a long 

congregational history and a strong allegiance to a traditional denomination comes to navigate 

conflicts that arise between the goal of continued growth within an increasingly modern world 

and strong ties to traditional elements of the past history of the church. To answer this question, 

two elements of church life were examined closely—the development of ideals over time within 

the church in Part One and the development of material parts of the church in Part Two. The 

effort to examine both space and ideas ensures that a fuller picture of development within a 

church is painted than would be if just one of these elements were considered. The reader gains 

more of the character of a church as compared to others when viewed as a history of the 

building, the same goes with an analysis of documents and decisions produced by the church 

over time. This thesis maintains that in the case of this particular church, the University Avenue 

Church of Christ, denominational allegiance, congregational history, and the immediate social 

and physical context of the church are factors which seem to play a large role in its development. 

These factors often the church or, “claim connection to ideas, objects, or practices of the past in 

order to lend legitimacy to their own activities.”85 As the church progresses it seems to care less 

about historicizing itself and more about morphing into a space that is inviting to those who may 

come from outside of the denomination or Christian sphere at all. 

One of the areas of church development that came up during this study was the issue of 

gender roles within the Church of Christ. There is a transition within the church over women’s 

roles in leadership that evolves from a strict stance against women speaking from the pulpit or 

having much to do at all with an outward display of participation in the worship program on 

                                                 
85 Klide, Sacred Power, Sacred Space, 165. 
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Sunday mornings to a Sunday morning in 2018 when a woman preaches from the pulpit. The 

transition in ideals and work that must have gone into making this transition is missing from this 

thesis. There was simply not enough time or space left for me to properly address this complex 

issue within this work, however, it is a good place to start for anyone hoping to pick up this work 

and continue it. Another issue akin to this is the matter in which the church will address the 

LGBTQ+ community. Church leadership must be prepared for the day when someone within that 

community applies for a staff position at the church or a homosexual couple wishes to rent the 

auditorium for a wedding. The church’s stance on these matters is not yet publicly known, but 

social context, I predict, will force that decision soon enough. This is another area where doctrine 

and a changing and modernizing world contradict each other. In addition to this there was not 

much discussion of the campus ministry organization, Longhorns for Christ, which is associated 

with the church. Here is an opportunity to further explore the relationship the church has had 

with UT over time. I also wanted to spend more time analyzing spaces within the church, 

especially the auditorium space, to discuss possible configurations which would lend themselves 

to the shift in ideological values of the church. As of right now, it appears the church wishes to 

go in a certain direction with worship that is somewhat limited by the current setup of the space.  

In conclusion material objects, such as the color of carpet, use of space, and decorative 

additions; and ideological principles such as leadership style, type of ritual practice performed, 

and theological beliefs can tell us something about the values and goals of an institution as a 

whole and how those values and goals develop over time. The material aspects of University 

Avenue Church of Christ help the church communicate to the outside world the importance they 

place in rational consideration of Christianity and the study of the Bible. They also claim a 

connection to their own past through elements which reference their older building and a 
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connection to ancient Christianity as told through elements on and inside the building that 

reference early basilicas. Ideological elements of the church often follow Church of Christ 

doctrine and congregational tradition which historicize their connection to the ancient faith until 

social context and modernization lead the church to realize it must change in order to reach out 

to the groups it has always claimed it wanted to reach (students at UT). The balance of 

contradicting values plays out in an interesting way in the history of this church that may or may 

not coincide with larger trends within Southern Protestant Christianity as a whole.  

These elements of a church are important to consider because at the end of the day every 

part of the physical church and its theoretical scaffolding affects people who interact with it in 

some way—whether they walk past it, through it, or simply hear its name. As much as the church 

as an institution hopes to shape the people who worship there, it too is shaped by people and a 

wealth of outside factors, some more influential than others.  
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